
The Mango Electronic Truck Interface is a powerful module that connects with your
truck meter to directly transfer data to and from your Mango Mobile handheld. This
allows for a seamless, error-free connection to send information to your meter and also
collect sales data (gallons pumped) with minimal user input.

DIRECTLY INTERFACE YOUR TRUCK METER
WITH YOUR HANDHELD DEVICE

FAVORITE FEATURES
Enter Exact Amounts – From your Mango mobile device, you can choose to
enter pre-set values for either a gallon amount or a fixed price.
Automatic Pump Stop – Each time you pump gas, Mango controls the pumping
of the gas and interacts with the meter directly so it can stop the pump at the
precise moment. 
Minimal User Input – All you have to manually enter is the ending percentage
full of your bulk tank.
Accurate Data – Values are calculated automatically based on the driver’s
input, to ensure that data on tickets is accurate.
Print or Email Tickets – You can choose to print from either your current truck
printer (Epson impact) or use a portable thermal printer. You can even send the
ticket via email instead of printing a hard copy.
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One-time charge of
$495 per truck
No monthly costs
Includes all
hardware & software

AFFORDABLE
HOW IT WORKS
The LCR II (or TSC 3000) is a durable and reliable meter
that is compatible with this module and our Mango
software. The Bluetooth then communicates with your
handheld so you have an accurate and precise reading
to eliminate error and help your drivers do more stops
per day.



Simply open the face of your meter and exchange
the terminal block. 
Then, take the single red wire and screw it into
one section of the block – we even give you a
Mango screwdriver to make it easy for you. 
Tuck the wires back in and you are on your way. 

GET UP AND RUNNING QUICKLY
The Mango ETI kit includes a class I Bluetooth adapter
with all of the wiring pre-set for you. 
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The software install only takes 90 seconds and once
ETI is installed, you simply do a software pairing
between the device and your handheld. That’s all
there is to it! 
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Interested in learning more? Call our Sales Team at +1.209.632.1122 x2 

Advantage Route Systems is the global leader in route automation solutions, trusted by thousands of route
delivery companies worldwide to deliver progressive solutions for route accounting, handheld devices, and GPS-
based technologies. ARS products have become an essential part of in-field and office operations in industries
such as bottled water, water treatment, ice, propane, oil recycling, coffee, and more. Built on a commitment to
help our customers’ businesses run optimally, we provide 24/7 world-class support that is second to none.


